
CONNECTIONS DESIGNED 
FOR CRITICAL CARE

Healthcare Solut ions from Legrand



The future looks bright.
Change is inevitable in healthcare facilities—and electrical wiring must support every evolution. 
From the nurse’s station to patient rooms, each space in your facility deserves power that can 
adapt to new healthcare requirements, updated electrical codes and changing patient needs. 
A strong electrical infrastructure can also help patients be more comfortable, staff be more 
effective and operations be better supported. Prepare for the long term by investing in a solid 
infrastructure and help strengthen healthcare facilities for a better, brighter tomorrow. 

Easy connections and  
solid first impressions. 
No-hassle patient check-in. A 
safe, open environment for visitors 
and facility teams. Internet and 
infotainment access. All designed to 
blend in seamlessly with your space.

Power-prepped 
patient rooms. 
Create a patient-friendly 
environment where everyone is 
comfortable and connected. Our 
systems help reduce stress and 
increase safety for your staff and 
patients, no matter what they 
need to power up to provide care 
or stay connected. 

Round Furniture Power Center
• All the power and charging that you

need in a small, flush design
• Perfect for tables and upholstered

furniture
• Easy-to-install
• Two options:

· Power outlet with USB-A & USB-C ports

· Only USB-A & USB-C ports

• Available in white, black or nickel

Evolution™ Poke-Thru Devices
• Most complete line in the industry with

configurations ranging from 4-10”
• Recessed design keeps connections

and people safe
• Sliding cover that opens a full 180

degrees and closes when not in use to
reduce tripping risk

• Several cover options and finishes,
including Durable and Heavy-Duty for
high foot traffic and frequent equipment
rolling

• Works with any floor covering: carpet,
tile, wood, polished concrete and
terrazzo

• Meets the 2-hour fire rating of any floor
• Meets ADA Standard 4.5

Evolution™ Floor Boxes
• One box for wood, concrete and raised

floor applications
• Perfect for large capacity power,

communications and A/V services
• Options include 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10-gang

versions
• Sliding cover that opens a full 180

degrees and closes when not in use to
reduce tripping risk

• Available in six finishes to match any
space

• Works with any floor covering: carpet,
tile, wood, polished concrete and
terrazzo

• Meets the 2-hour fire rating of any floor

Hospital Grade* PlugTail® 
Switches and Outlets
• Installs 5x faster than

conventional devices
• Easily make upgrades

or changes later
• Meets rigid test requirements

for abrupt removal, ground
contact overstress, impact
resistance and assembly integrity

* Hospital Grade Switches and Outlets are 
also available in non-Plugtail versions

Hospital Grade Plug-In 
Outlet Centers 
• Bring power safely and conveniently

in a portable plug-in unit
• Low, space-saving profile that’s

aesthetically pleasing
• Include lighted switch and resettable

circuit breaker

Chemical-Resistant Switches
• Surfaces designed to withstand

harsh cleaners, oils and solvents
• Available in both PlugTail and

standard versions
• Listed to UL Fed Spec

standards



Stations that don’t stop. 
When today’s technologies change, 
high-capacity power cabling and 
network systems must effortlessly 
adapt. Make workstations and 
labs a top priority—so nurses and 
techs can focus on their top priority 
patients. A range of solutions help 
support patient care, from minimizing 
eyestrain to providing real-time 
access to patient information.

Desktop Power Center Slim
• Bring power and charging right up to

desks and tabletops
• Mounts directly to surfaces and keeps

unsightly cord clutter from overwhelming
the space

• Elegant designs and colors blend in nicely
with any environment and the furniture
within it

• Two options:
· Power outlets with USB-A & USB-C ports 
· Power outlets with USB-A ports

• Available in black or white/gray

Wire Mesh Cable Tray
• The more efficient method to manage

cables overhead
• Constructed of precision engineered

welded steel wire
• Tested to handle heavy loads of cable,

including fiber optic
• Adapts to complex configurations with

a fast installation

Power Poles
• Quick installation
• Simple to use
• Designed to blend in and stay out of

the way
• Combination of lighting and power
• Perfect for hospital beds, nursing

stations and more

Plugmold® Multioutlet Systems
• Bring necessary connections to tight

locations
• Compact, low-profile design
• Easy installation
• Tamper-resistant version ensures safety
• Options include multiple outlets and USB ports
• Meets ADA Standard 4.5

Portable GFCI Outlets
• Adapt any outlet to provide GFCI

protection
• Auto-reset and water-resistant
• Watertight rubber cord grommets

seal the GFCI from the environment

Watertight and Antimicrobial 
Plugs and Connectors
• The toughest devices for heavy duty

applications
• Keep connections safe
• Tested to undergo varying levels of

splashing and submersion for anywhere
you need power that’s safe from moisture

Cable Protectors
• Organize cables and reduce tripping

hazards
• Multiple channels to safely manage

onsite cables
• Convenient stake-down holes and

handle for carrying
• Rugged, all-weather polyurethane

construction stands up to heavy traffic
• Meet NEC and OSHA requirements

Prewired Raceway
• Installs in 1/3 of the time and is ready

for termination at the job site
• Wired and preassembled for fast,

painless installation
• Quickly and easily delivers power

to labs and other critical healthcare
support stations

Turnlok® Locking Plugs and 
Connectors
• NEMA configurations are

always visible for fast ID without
disconnecting

• Extra-rugged construction features
chemical and impact-resistant nylon
housings

• Industrial-strength, brass alloy plug
blades and connector contacts and
optional neoprene dust covers and
weatherproof boots

The power to transform. 
Don’t wrangle with makeshift power setups and 
risk losing precious connections. Try portable 
options for atypical applications. They’re easy to 
maneuver and simple to set up. Code compliant 
and designed specifically for construction areas, 
new power setups and temporary situations.



Outdoors is the new indoors.   
Outdoor spaces require power and 
charging, too. Whether it’s for facility 
teams to access connections easily or 
for visitors to recharge mobile devices, 
add weathersafe outdoor power options 
to outdoor waiting areas, healing 
gardens and more.

Outdoor Ground Box
• Permanent power connections for

facility teams
• Innovative design traps and maintains

an air pocket protecting the devices,
plugs and connections from water,
snow, and ice

• Durable outdoor-rated construction
• Installs flush to the finished ground

to reduce trip hazards and blend in with
the landscape

• Smart egress door and tamper-resistant
lock prevents unauthorized access

• Available in three durable finishes
• ADA compliant and UL listed to

UL50E Type 6P (NEMA 6P) and IP68
requirements while in use

Outdoor Charging Station
• Power, USB charging and LED lighting

all in one station
• Customize the station with two or three

gangs of devices to meet your facility’s
unique needs

• Prewired versions include weather-
resistant GFCI outlets and 4-port USB
outlets (also available unwired)

• Rugged aluminum form designed for
durability in all weather conditions

• Add up to two pairs of shelves to hold
mobile devices while charging

• Door options include standard colors,
transparent or locking

• Available in three outdoor-rated finishes
to complement your space design

• UL listed to NEMA 3R requirements to
ensure optimal performance

Solar Charging Kit
• The fastest, easiest way to add USB

charging outdoors without the expense
of a full construction project

• Facility teams can select any 4”
standard light pole and add the Solar
Charging Kit

• Three sets of two illuminated USB
Type-A ports are protected with a sliding
cover, keeping connections safe from all
types of weather

• Sustainable power delivery uses a solar
panel to provide 3.1 amps of power

• A fully charged station can charge up
to 15 fully depleted devices without
requiring an additional charge

Solar Charging Kit shown in main image.
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